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Abstract

This paper proposes the use of rules automatically ex-
tracted from word aligned training data to model word
reordering phenomena in phrase-based statistical machine
translation. Scores computed from matching rules are used
as additional feature functions in the rescoring stage of the
automatic translation process from various languages to En-
glish, in the ambit of a popular traveling domain task. Rules
are defined either on Part-of-Speech or words. Part-of-
Speech rules are extracted from and applied to Chinese,
while lexicalized rules are extracted from and applied to Chi-
nese, Japanese and Arabic.

Both Part-of-Speech and lexicalized rules yield an ab-
solute improvement of the BLEU score of 0.4-0.9 points
without affecting the NIST score, on the Chinese-to-English
translation task. On other language pairs which differ a lot in
the word order, the use of lexicalized rules allows to observe
significant improvements as well.

1. Introduction

In Machine Translation (MT), one of the main problems to
handle is word reordering. Informally, a word is “reordered”
when it and its translation occupy different positions within
the corresponding sentences.

In Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) [1], word re-
ordering is faced from two points of view: constraints and
modeling. If arbitrary word-reorderings are permitted, the
exact decoding problem was shown to be NP-hard [2]; it
can be made polynomial-time by introducing proper con-
straints, such as IBM constraints [3] and Inversion Transduc-
tion Grammars (ITG) constraints [4, 5]. It is worth to notice
that both types of constraints are linguistically blind, i.e. they
are unable to tune the number of allowed word reorderings
according to the actual portion of the input sentence under
process.

Whatever the constraint, among the allowed word-
reorderings it is expected that some are more likely than oth-
ers. The aim of reordering models, known also as distortion
models, is just that of providing a measure of the plausibility
of reorderings. Most of the distortion models developed so
far are unable to exploit linguistic context to score reorder-

ings: they just predict target positions on the basis of other
(source and target) positions.

Some lexicalized block re-ordering models were pre-
sented in [6, 7, 8], where each block is associated with an
orientation with respect to its predecessor. During decod-
ing, the probability of a sequence of blocks with the cor-
responding orientations is computed. In [9] and [10], the
aim is to capture particular syntactic phenomena occurring
in the source language which are not preserved by the target
language. Part-of-Speech (POS) rules are applied for prepro-
cessing the source side both in translation model training and
in decoding.

In this work we present a novel method for extracting
reordering rules from word-aligned training data. The units
in the left-hand-side of rules can be plain words or POS’s;
moreover, rules can reorder sequences of single units or a
pair of unit blocks. In a two-stage SMT system like our one,
reordering rules could be exploited directly during decod-
ing in order to focus the search on reordering phenomena
observed in training data. Here, we employed them in the
rescoring stage, in terms of proper additional feature func-
tions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the phrase-based SMT system we have worked with. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the new reordering method. Sections 4 and
5 present the experimental results and future application, re-
spectively. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. The Phrase-based SMT System

Given a stringf in the source language, the goal of statistical
machine translation is to select the stringe in the target lan-
guage which maximizes the posterior distributionPr(e | f).
In phrase-based translation, words are no longer the only
units of translation, but they are complemented by strings
of consecutive words, the phrases. By assuming a log-linear
model [11, 12] and by introducing the concept of word align-
ment [1], the optimal translation can be searched for with the
criterion:

ẽ∗ = arg max
ẽ

max
a

R∑
r=1

λrhr(ẽ, f ,a),

cmorita
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Figure 1: Architecture of the ITC-irst SMT system. The de-
coder produces a word-graph (WG) of translation hypothe-
ses. In single-stage translation the most probable string is
output. In two-stage decoding, N-best translations are ex-
tracted, re-scored, and re-ranked by applying additional fea-
ture functions.

whereẽ represents a string of phrases in the target language,
a an alignment from the words inf to the phrases iñe, and
hr(ẽ, f ,a) r = 1, . . . , R are feature functions, designed to
model different aspects of the translation process.

Figure 1 illustrates how the translation of an input string
is performed by the ITC-irst SMT system. In the first stage,
a beam search algorithm (decoder) computes a word graph
of translation hypotheses. Hence, either the best translation
hypothesis is directly extracted from the word graph and out-
put, or an N-best list of translations is computed by means of
an exact algorithm [13]. The N-best translations are then re-
ranked by applying additional feature functions and the top
ranking translation is finally output.

The search algorithm [14] exploits dynamic program-
ming, i.e. the optimal solution is computed by expanding
and recombining previously computed partial theories. The
target string is extended step by step by covering new source
positions until all of them are covered. For each added target
phrase, a source phrase within the source string is chosen,
and the corresponding score is computed on the basis of its
position and phrase-to-phrase translation probabilities. The
fluency of the added target phrase with respect to its left con-
text is evaluated by a 4-gram language model. Some excep-
tions are also managed: target phrases might be added which
do not translate any source word, and some of the source
words can be left untranslated, that is they are translated with
a special empty word.

To cope with the large number of generated theories, a
beam is used to prune out partial theories that are less promis-
ing and constraints are set to possible word re-ordering.
Word re-ordering constraints are applied during translation
each time a new source position is covered, by limiting the
number of vacant positions on the left and the distance from
the left most vacant position.

The log-linear model on which both the search algo-
rithm and the rescoring stage work embeds feature functions
whose parameters are either estimated from data or empiri-
cally fixed. The scaling factorsλ of the log-linear model are
instead estimated on a development set, by applying amini-
mum error trainingprocedure [15, 16].

The language model feature function is estimated on un-
segmented monolingual texts.

a b c d b a b c a c d b

Figure 2: Example illustrating the concept of block.

The phrase-to-phrase probability feature is estimated
from phrase-pair statistics extracted from word-aligned par-
allel texts. Alignments are computed with the GIZA++ soft-
ware tool [17]. Phrase pairs are extracted from the segment
pairs by means of the algorithm described in [18].

The distortion model feature function is a fixed negative
exponential function computed on the distance between the
current and the previously translated source phrases.

3. Reordering Rules

In order to overcome the limitations of our simple distortion
model, we propose to enrich the translation process with re-
ordering rules as defined in the following.

Units on which rules work can be words (lexicalized
rules) or POS’s (POS rules). Rules can suggest/constraint
reorderings at the level of either single units or ngrams of
units (blocks). In the following discussion, POS is the unit
taken as reference; the extension to words is straightforward.

3.1. Definition of Block

A block is a sequence of source units all occurrences of
which are aligned to consecutive positions in an aligned par-
allel corpus (null alignments are ignored).
In the example reported in Figure 2 the sequence “a b c” is
a block, while the sequence ”d b” is not, as its last occur-
rence does not satisfy the contiguity constraint on the target
positions. Note that a single unit is also a block.

Blocks can be extracted at the level of words or POS by
means of a word aligned parallel corpus. In the second case,
the source side must be provided with a POS annotation.

3.2. Definition of Reordering Rule

A reordering rule consists of two sides: the left-hand-side
(lhs), which is a POS pattern, and the right-hand-side (rhs),
which corresponds to a possible reordering of that pattern.
Different rules can share the lhs: in such cases, the same
pattern can be reordered in more than one way. Rules are
weighted, according to statistics extracted from training data.

There are two kinds of reordering patterns: unit-based,
which define reorderings at the level of single POS’s (unit
reordering rules), and block-based, which define reorderings
between whole blocks of POS’s (block reordering rules). Let
us consider the following examples:
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• Unit reordering rules:

– /rr /vmodal /v # 1 2 3 : 7 (18)

– /rr /vmodal /v # 2 1 3 : 4 (18)

– /rr /vmodal /v # 1 2 0 : 3 (18)

– /rr /vmodal /v # 0 1 2 : 2 (18)

– /rr /vmodal /v # 1 0 2 : 1 (18)

– /rr /vmodal /v # 2 1 0 : 1 (18)

– /v /d /v /m /q # 1 2 3 4 5 : 4 (5)

– /v /d /v /m /q # 0 0 1 2 3 : 1 (5)

• Block reordering rules:

– [/rr /vmodal /v] [/ng] # 1 2 : 3 (4)

– [/rr /vmodal /v] [/ng] # 1 0 : 1 (4)

The tokens “/rr”, “/vmodal”, “/v”, etc. are Chinese POS’s,
while the sequences “/rr /vmodal /v” and “/v /d /v /m /q”
are POS patterns (pn

1 ). The strings of numbers in between
the symbols “#” and “:” represent suggested reordering (rn

1 ):
each integerri represents the new position of (the translation
of) pi. For example, the rhs of the second unit reordering rule
is “2 1 3”. The “2” in the first position means that “/rr” goes
in the second position; the “1” in the second position means
the “/vmodal” goes in the first position; finally, the “3” in the
third position means that the “/v” keeps the third position. A
“0” means that the corresponding token is deleted, i.e. it is
aligned to the “null” word.

A pair of square brackets indicates a block. Block re-
ordering ruless are always binary.

The two numbers after the colon (:) are collected from
training data and are respectively the number of times the
rhs (reordering suggestion) of the rule has been observed
count(rn

1 ) and (inside brackets) the number of occurrences
of the rule patterncount(pn

1 ). The probability of each re-
ordering suggestion is computed as:

P (rn
1 |pn

1 ) =
count(rn

1 )
count(pn

1 )
(1)

3.3. Extraction of Blocks

Given the above definition, blocks are extracted from
source-to-target (direct) aligned training data by means of the
procedure shown in Figure 3. For each source sentences in
the training data, it is assumed that the direct alignmenta
is available. For each source n-gram (with n up to 20) its
counter is updated (lines 2-10). Then, it is checked if the n-
gram actually corresponds to a block: lines 12-18 check if
there are source words on its left that are aligned to indexes
within the n-gram translation; lines 19-25 check if there are
source words on its right that are aligned to indexes within
the n-gram translation. If both checks are passed, a second
counter is updated (lines 26-28). Finally, only those n-grams
which have been observed as blocks and more than once are
returned as actual blocks (lines 29-34).

1 BLCK = NULL // Array of Blocks
2 for each source sentences in training data
3 do
4 l = length(s)
5 for j from 1 to l
6 do
7 for n from 0 to min{l-j,20}
8 do
9 ngram = f[j...j+n]

10 freq(ngram)++
11 isBLCKtag = 1
12 k=1
13 while isBLCKtag==1 && k <j
14 do
15 if a(k)>min{a(j)...a(j+n)} &&

a(k)<max{a(j)...a(j+n)}
16 then
17 isBLCKtag = 0
18 k++
19 k=j+n+1
20 while isBLCKtag==1 && k <= l
21 do
22 if a(k)>min{a(j)...a(j+n)} &&

a(k)<max{a(j)...a(j+n)}
23 then
24 isBLCKtag = 0
25 k++
26 if isBLCKtag == 1
27 then
28 blck freq(ngram) ++
29 for each ngram
30 do
31 if blck freq(ngram) == freq(ngram) && freq(ngram)>1
32 then
33 push(BLCK, ngram)
34 return BLCK

Figure 3: Procedure for the extraction of blocks.

The check at line 31 guarantees that only real blocks are
collected which occur more than once. Experimentally, this
results in short blocks. By relaxing a bit the check, we can
provide a larger set of “quasi-blocks” which are longer than
the original ones. Hence, we replace the condition at line
31 with blck freq(ngram)/freq(ngram)≥ θ, where the ratio is
compared to a threshold (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1). The smallerθ is the
more are the extracted quasi-blocks. Forθ = 1 the check
is equivalent to the original one. Empirically, we found that
with θ set to 0.9 a larger number of still reliable quasi-blocks
is collected, which permits to model longer span reordering
phenomena.

3.4. Extraction of Reordering Rules

If an n-gram is a block, then reordering rules for it can
be easily extracted by looking at all the observed relative
or intra-alignments of its words. The extraction is done by
means of the procedure shown in Figure 4. It is assumed that
the direct alignmenta and the set of blocks BLCK, computed
through the procedure described in the previous section, are
available. For each source sentence, all possible ngrams are
generated (lines 3-8). Only for ngrams which are blocks
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1 RPU = NULL // Array of Unit Reordering Patterns
2 RPB = NULL // Array of Block Reordering Patterns
3 for each source sentences in training datado
4 l = length(s)
5 for j from 1 to l
6 for n from 0 to min{l-j,20}
7 do
8 ngram = f[j...j+n]
9 if ngram∈ BLCK

10 then
11 freq(ngram)++
12 order = a[j...j+n]
13 UnitReorderRule = ngram+#+order
14 freq(UnitReorderRule)++
15 push(RPU,UnitReorderRule)
16 for k from j+n+1 to l
17 for m from k+1 to ldo
18 right = f[k...m]
19 if right∈ BLCK then
20 if max{a(j)...a(j+n)} == 0 && max{a(k)...a(m)}==0
21 then BlockReorderSuggestion = “0 0”
22 elseifmax{a(j)...a(j+n)} == 0 && max{a(k)...a(m)} >0
23 then BlockReorderSuggestion = “0 1”
24 elseifmax{a(j)...a(j+n)} >0 && max{a(k)...a(m)} == 0
25 then BlockReorderSuggestion = “1 0”
26 elseifmin{a(j)...a(j+n)} >= max{a(k)...a(m)}
27 then BlockReorderSuggestion = “2 1”
28 elseifmax{a(j)...a(j+n)} <= min{a(k)...a(m)}
29 then BlockReorderSuggestion = “1 2”
30 elseBlockReorderSuggestion = “mixed”
31 if k == j+n+1
32 then BlockReorderPattern = ngram+right
33 else BlockReorderPattern = ngram+“HOLE”+right
34 BlockReorderRule =
35 BlockReorderPattern+#+BlockReorderSuggestion
36 freq(BlockReorderPattern)++
37 freq(BlockReorderRule)++
38 push(RPB,BlockReorderRule)
39 return RPU, RPB, freq

Figure 4: Procedure for the extraction of reordering rules.

(check in line 9), the corresponding intra-alignment is stored
as possible unit reordering rule (lines 11-15). Block reorder-
ing rules are generated according to the relative position of
the alignments of the current block and each right-hand block
(lines 16-30). Different rules are defined if the two blocks re-
sult to be consecutive or not (lines 31-33). Storing of rules
is performed in lines 34-38. Finally, the procedure outputs
the set of unit and block reordering rules, together with the
corresponding counters (line 39).

Actually, the comparison of alignments of current and
right-hand blocks in lines 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28 could be
replaced by a simpler check, e.g. the comparison of the last
alignment of the first block with the first alignment of the
second block. We need a stronger check since BLCK could
contain quasi-blocks, as explained at the end of the previous
section. This is the reason for which it is possible to enter in
the branch “mixed” at line 30.

3.5. Use of Reordering Rules

Once reordering rules are available, they can be applied to
each input sentence. The possibility we have investigated in
this work is to use them in the rescoring stage as additional
feature function.

Table 1 shows an input sentence and a set of reordering
rules matching some portions of it. The symbol “*” stands
for ignored positions.

In each entry of the N-best translations used in the rescor-
ing stage, the information about source and target phrases
and the corresponding alignment are kept. As an example,
let us consider the following N-best entry:

I want room service .

���*
���*

���

�/rr �/vmodal �/v �/ng¡/v �/wfullstop # 1 1 2 2 2 3

The first two Chinese words�/rr �/vmodal are translated
by a single phrase (“I want”) which is put in the first po-
sition of the target string; the words in positions 3-5:�/v
�/ng ¡/v are translated by a single phrase (“room ser-
vice”) which is put in position 2; the translation of punctua-
tion �/wfullstop is put in position 3 of the target string.

In the rescoring stage, we used unit reordering rules and
block reordering rules as two different feature functions.

Before detailing how matching reordering rules can be
used as an additional feature function, we have to handle an
inconsistency which regards unit reordering rule. The prob-
lem derives from the fact that the decoder generates transla-
tions at the level of phrases rather than words: in fact, target
reordering indexes of the above reported example (1, 2 and
3) refer to phrases, not to single words, i.e. the word order
inside the source and target phrases is not provided. On the
contrary, unit reordering rules involve the position of single
units. To fill this gap, we used a flexible matching strategy:
any rule which is compatible with the N-best list entry is ac-
cepted.

In the above example, the words�/rr and�/vmodal are
translated by a unique target phrase put in position 1. Since
no information is available on the exact order of the transla-
tion of the two words, any rule whose lhs matches the source
of the entry and reorders the two words with no insertions
(“1 2” or “2 1”) or delete one of them (“1 0” or “0 1”) is
activated.

Now that we know how to match rules and N-best en-
tries, it is possible to select, among all the rules whose lhs
(pn

1 ) matches fully or partially the source string, those with
the rhs (rn

1 ) matching the actual target phrase order. The cor-
responding probabilitiesP (rn

1 |pn
1 ) are taken and combined

as follows:

hrules(ẽ, f ,a) =
1
K

(
K∑

i=1

log P (r(i)
n
1
|p(i)

n
1
)) (2)
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Table 1: Example of input sentence and list of reordering rules.

Test sentence: �/rr �/vmodal �/v �/ng ¡/v �/wfullstop
a) UnitREORDER /rr /vmodal * * * * # 2 1 : 1047 (2356)
b) UnitREORDER /rr /vmodal * * * * # 1 2 : 1203 (2356)
c) UnitREORDER * * * /ng /v * # 1 2 : 68 (104)
d) UnitREORDER * * * /ng /v * # 1 0 : 13 (104)
e) BlockREORDER [/rr /vmodal] [/v] * * * # 1 2 : 1219 (1283)
f) BlockREORDER [/rr /vmodal] [/v] * * * # 1 0 : 43 (1283)
g) BlockREORDER [/rr /vmodal] * [/ng /v] * # 1 2 : 13 (16)
h) BlockREORDER [/rr /vmodal] * [/ng /v] * # 2 1 : 3 (16)
i) BlockREORDER * * [/v] [/ng /v] * # 2 1 : 2 (18)
j) BlockREORDER * * [/v] [/ng /v] * # 1 2 : 11 (18)
k) BlockREORDER * * * [/ng /v] [/wfullstop] # 1 2 : 14 (14)

where K is the number of the reordering patterns matching
the given source/target pair. If for a matching POS pattern
there is no reordering suggestion matching the actual trans-
lation, a small probability is used in the sum (2).

4. Experiments

4.1. Translation Tasks and Data

Experiments were carried out on the Basic Traveling Expres-
sion Corpus (BTEC) [19]. BTEC is a multilingual speech
corpus that contains translation pairs taken from phrase
books for tourists. We conducted experiments on three lan-
guage pairs: Chinese-to-English, Japanese-to-English and
Arabic-to-English. On the Chinese-to-English direction,
both POS and lexicalized rules were tested. On the contrary,
for the other three language pairs, only lexicalized rules were
experimented: lexicalized rules were extracted and applied
in the same way as POS rules, with the only obvious differ-
ence that here the lhs is defined on words instead of POS’s.
Detailed statistics on BTEC training data are reported in Ta-
ble 2.

Data sets distributed for the CSTAR 2003 Evaluation
Campaign were employed for development, while testing
was performed on sets of IWSLT 2004 and IWSLT 2005
Evaluation Campaigns, and on one of the development sets
(devset4) distributed for the IWSLT 2006 Evaluation Cam-
paign. For each source sentence of those sets, 16 or 7 refer-
ences are available. Detailed statistics are reported in Table 3.

The Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging were
performed by means of ICTCLAS [20] for the experiments
involving POS rules. In the experiments using lexicalized
rules, Chinese and Japanese were re-segmented with an in-
house word segmentation tool. We found that this permits
to smooth inconsistencies of the manual segmentation. All
texts were finally tokenized and put in lower case.

In the following, translation performance are provided
in terms of BLEU [21] and NIST1 scores, computed in the

1http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/

case insensitive modality and taking into account punctua-
tion marks.

4.2. Experimental Results

The set-up of the search algorithm was similar for all lan-
guage pairs. Constraints on word reordering (cf. Section 2)
are defined by means of the maximum vacancy number
(MVN) and maximum vacancy distance (MVD) parameters.
Preliminary investigations suggested the following settings:

Chinese-to-English: MVD=6 MVN=6
Japanese-to-English: MVD=8 MVN=8
Arabic-to-English: MVD=4 MVN=4

For each input sentence, at most 1000 translation candi-
dates were extracted. Actually, very few source sentences
had a thousand of possible translations. This is due to both
the shortness of source sentences and the limited amount of
training data which yields the estimation of small size mod-
els.

Table 6: Translation examples for the Chinese-to-English
task with POS rules.

baseline can i try on this sweater cotton ?
rescored can i try on this cotton sweater ?
reference may i try on this cotton sweater ?
baseline are there any clubs and pick up service rental ?
rescored do you have any rental clubs and pick up service ?
reference do you have rental clubs or a pick up service ?
baseline i can get where a city map ?
rescored where can i get a city map ?
reference where can i get a map of the city ?

Translation performance on development and test sets are
reported in Tables 4 and 5. Rows “baseline” provide scores of
the 1-best translation, that is the decoder performance. The
other rows show scores after the rescoring stage using as ad-
ditional feature the unit reordering rules (rows “unit”), the
block reordering rules (rows “block”) and the two features
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Table 2: Statistics of training data.

Chi-POS Chinese Japanese English Arabic English
Sentences 39,953 19,972

Running words 359K 347K 392K 363K 180K 182K
Vocabulary 10,598 11,439 12,667 9,938 15,888 7,326

Table 3: Statistics of development and testing data.

Chi-POS Chinese Japanese Arabic English
Dev Sentences 506 506×16

CSTAR03 Running words 3,529 3,469 4,079 3,537 65,622
Test1 Sentences 500 500×16

IWSLT04 Running words 3,593 3,553 4,046 3,639 64,897
Test2 Sentences 506 506×16

IWSLT05 Running words 3,839 3,789 4,141 3,673 66,286
Test3 Sentences 489 489×7

Devset4 Running words 5,137 5,094 5,840 5,108 39,386

together (rows “unit+block”). The rescoring weights were
estimated on the development sets through the minimum er-
ror training procedure mentioned in Section 2.

The first column quantifies the behavior of the POS rules
for the Chinese-to-English task. In terms of BLEU score,
block reordering rules outperform unit reordering rules; the
use of the two features together results in a further benefit,
allowing a global absolute improvement of 0.5-0.9 %BLEU
on the three test sets (48.63% to 49.16%, 55.58% to 56.04%,
and 16.45% to 17.36%).

The other columns report performance of lexicalized
rules on the three considered language pairs. Focusing on the
Chinese-to-English task, it seems to emerge that POS rules
and lexicalized rules are equally effective. Again, improve-
ments are obtained by using together block and unit reorder-
ing rules on language pairs with very different word order,
such as Japanese-to-English and Arabic-to-English.

It is worth noticing that the improvements in BLEU score
are obtained without penalizing the NIST score.

Some translation examples from the Chinese-to English
task with POS rules are shown in Table 6.

5. Future Application

One possible extension of our approach is the generation of
rules which span the whole input. This could be obtained by
combining the partial block and word reordering patterns. As
an example, consider again the sentence in Table 1.

First, we could fully cover the source sentence at the level
of blocks. In fact, by combining rules e)-k), patterns covering
all input positions are shown in Table 7, with the correspond-
ing block reordering probabilities. Then, each block could be
reordered internally at the level of words/POS’s by exploit-
ing unit reordering rules: Table 8 gives such reorderings, and
the corresponding probabilities, obtained by combining rules
a)-d) for the first block reordering rule of Table 7.

Table 8: Examples of unit reordering rules covering the
whole input.

Pattern: /rr /vmodal /v /ng /v /wfullstop
unit reordering: 1 2 3 4 5 6 p=p1 × 1047/2356× 68/104
unit reordering: 2 1 3 4 5 6 p=p1 × 1203/2356× 68/104
unit reordering: 1 2 3 4 0 5 p=p1 × 1047/2356× 13/104
unit reordering: 2 1 3 4 0 5 p=p1 × 1203/2356× 13/104

Finally, let us consider the Chinese-to-English exam-
ple of Table 9. The table shows the POS rule (rule) ex-
tracted from the training data that matches one sentence se-
lected from the test set whose words (source wrd), POS’s
(source pos) and word-by-word translation (wrd-by-wrd) are
displayed.

The sentence is a standard wh- question. In English the
adverb is placed at the beginning of the sentence, while in
Chinese it occurs in a position which depends on its func-
tion. In the example, it is placed between the subject (“bus”)
and the verb (“leave”). A sentence with different words but
exactly the same structure was observed in the training data
(sourceand target wrd train): from it, the reordering rule
which matches the sentence allows to re-arrange the words
in such a way that the order of the reference (first row) can
be obtained. Note that the current decoder is unable to re-
cover the right order (mt out). In fact, since MVD and MVN
are set to 6, the English word “when” cannot be put by the
decoder in the first target position as it is the translation of
the source words in position 8 and 9. On the contrary, the re-
ordering rules would make it possible. Their integration into
the search process would allow the decoder to cover complex
word reordering phenomena, keeping under control the size
of the search space.
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Table 4: BLEU% and NIST scores on development sets CSTAR03.

Chi-POS Chinese Japanese Arabic
BLEU NIST BLEU NIST BLEU NIST BLEU NIST

baseline 45.08 6.587 45.57 6.650 52.09 8.143 59.34 8.831
unit 45.93 6.507 45.83 6.568 52.82 8.152 59.54 8.869
block 46.00 6.573 46.89 6.578 53.06 8.197 59.61 8.823
unit+block 46.06 6.576 46.21 6.717 53.16 8.226 59.63 8.865

Table 5: BLEU% and NIST scores on test sets IWSLT 2004 and 2005.

Chi-POS Chinese Japanese Arabic
BLEU NIST BLEU NIST BLEU NIST BLEU NIST

baseline 48.63 7.387 48.79 7.555 48.88 8.031 55.31 9.031
IWSLT unit 49.04 7.333 49.34 7.538 49.15 8.052 55.50 9.028
2004 block 49.10 7.356 49.34 7.572 49.35 8.013 55.55 9.049

unit+block 49.16 7.406 49.42 7.562 49.41 8.049 55.63 9.050

baseline 55.58 8.493 57.30 8.732 50.65 8.301 52.73 8.825
IWSLT unit 55.65 8.472 57.66 8.700 50.84 8.224 52.91 8.807
2005 block 55.77 8.488 57.76 8.722 50.92 8.232 53.15 8.815

unit+block 56.04 8.492 57.82 8.726 51.32 8.260 53.35 8.831

baseline 16.45 6.026 17.05 6.175 16.24 5.958 21.24 5.737
Devset4 unit 16.99 6.065 17.27 6.174 16.46 6.029 21.57 5.743

block 16.93 6.047 17.19 6.198 16.34 5.983 21.31 5.694
unit+block 17.36 6.069 17.44 6.203 16.61 6.011 21.64 5.739

6. Conclusions

We have presented a novel method to extract and use rules
covering even complex word reordering phenomena occur-
ring in statistical machine translation. Rules can be defined
at the level of words or POS’s; moreover, they can move sin-
gle units or a pair of blocks of units.

They have been employed as additional feature functions
in the rescoring stage of a statistical machine translation sys-
tem, but they could also be integrated into the decoder.

Experiments were performed on the BTEC corpus and
on three language directions: Chinese-to-English, Japanese-
to-English and Arabic-to-English. Results showed that the
reordering rules yield significant performance improvements
for considered language pairs, which differ a lot in the word
order.
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